
Huddle Room

You know that using video collaboration solutions can accelerate your 

business performance but may not have outfitted all the areas where 

your employees huddle with collaboration technology because you 

were waiting for the right solution at the right price. You may also have 

concerns about the up front capital outlay required for the room devices. 

Avaya’s Huddle Room promotional offer delivers a complete bundle of 

everything you need to transform a meeting space into a collaboration 

area – and it does so at a price that will not break your budget. 

Avaya has completely redefined the Huddle Room experience – in terms 

of installability, usability, utility and now: accessibility. You can obtain a 

complete huddle room solution – including a one-year subscription to 

Avaya Equinox® Meetings Online and the new Avaya IX Collaboration 

Unit along with the Avaya IX B109 Conference Phone – bundled at a very 

attractive discounted price. This offer is available as an up front payment 

or as a Huddle as a Service* monthly subscription. 

This reduces your business risk and eliminates the financial impact of up 

front capital expenditure. 

Limited time Huddle 
Room Bundle Promotion

    

*   Available in US only

Purchase an Avaya 

IX Collaboration 

Unit CU360 at the 

standard price, and get 

a promotional discount 

on one Avaya Equinox 

Meetings Online Pro 

Virtual Meeting Room. 

That’s not all! You also 

get a free Avaya IX 

Conference Phone B109
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Avaya IX Collaboration Unit Changes the Room 
Experience

All-in-one design, purpose-built for video collaboration delivers crystal 

clear audio and video every time and can be set up in minutes.

Delivers Affordable Enterprise Collaboration to Any 

Size Business 

Enterprise room conferencing systems at a price that works great 

for huddle space transformation. The device contains impressive 

capabilities, including full HD 1080p video, a 4K camera sensor,  

and 4K display support.

Smart Collaboration

Share content and applications wirelessly, using your smart mobile 

device. H.239 and BFCP offers content interoperability with nearly any 

video room system. Avaya Equinox® delivers the ultimate collaboration 

experience with lightning fast screen response and lower bandwidth 

requirements. 

Next Generation Cloud Capabilities 

Access and run cloud-based Android® applications and enjoy your 

choice of cloud-based collaboration tools. It is also fully integrated with 

Avaya Equinox® Meetings Online to deliver a seamless and productive 

collaboration experience. 

Easy to Use & Setup 

With only two or three cables need to be connected—depending 

on whether you are using Ethernet or Wi-Fi—installation is a snap. 

This all-in-one device rests on top of any display, and the integrated video 

codec, microphones and Bluetooth connectivity means there are no 

cables on the table. Its remote control includes a full keyboard to further 

simplify setup and use.

Avaya Equinox® Meetings Online Provides  
Seamless Reliability

Seamlessly extend your Avaya IX Collaboration Unit with your own cloud 

meeting room. Boost your productivity and enhance your relationships 

with HD video, audio, and web collaboration with Avaya IX Meetings. 

Bring the experience of a face-to-face meeting to your colleagues, 

customers and partners, anywhere, on nearly any device. 

Simplify and converge your audio, video, web collaboration, and webcasting 

to one cloud platform. Save money, admin time, and user training by meeting 

with just one app.

Meet with Any Device

Participants can meet from nearly anywhere with their Windows, macOS, 

iOS, or Android devices; dial-in with a phone in over 40 countries at no 

extra cost.

What’s Included:

• Hosted Video 

Collaboration Service 

(Avaya IX Meetings)

• All-in-One Room 

System (Avaya IX 

Collaboration Unit)

• Conference Room 

Audio Extension 

(Avaya IX Conference 

Phone)
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Frictionless Participation

Join directly from your browser without installing an app or plug-in,  

via WebRTC. End-to-end encryption helps make meetings more secure.

Room and Huddle System Connectivity

SIP or H.323 connectivity with your existing video infrastructure.

Easy Content Collaboration

Share documents and applications as if everyone was in one place. Get your 

point across with annotation tools, brainstorm with the interactive whiteboard, 

and get more done with true application sharing. 

Built-in Webcasting

Host a large meeting with up to 100 fully interactive participants, extend it 

to 500 viewers with integrated webcasting.

Recording

Record your meeting in the cloud for easy playback, download the MP4 

file for a permanent record.

Seamless Avaya UC Integration

Enjoy a seamless, integrated experience with Avaya Aura®, Avaya IP Office™, 

and Avaya Equinox®.

Leverage OmniSound®  Technology for Crystal  
Clear Audio

The award-winning Avaya IX Conference Phone B109 represents a 

breakthrough in portable speaker technology and connects with the 

Avaya IX Collaboration Unit via Bluetooth. It’s small form factor also 

makes it portable to be used with a laptop or smart device. 

•  USB and Bluetooth connectivity

•  Can be paired with Avaya devices that support Bluetooth

• Wireless — 12 hours talk time

• Clear LCD screen displays enabled feature 

• Headset for privacy

• Simplified Bluetooth pairing and connection using NFC

Special Bundled Pricing

Contact your Avaya representative or Avaya partner to ask about this 

exciting new promotional offer today! 

The award-
winning Avaya 
IX Conference 
Phone B109 
represents a 
breakthrough 
in portable 
speaker 
technology and 
connects with 
the Avaya IX 
Collaboration 
Unit via 
Bluetooth
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Huddle Room Specifications

• Connect with 100 fully interactive participants

• Live webcast to 500 additional viewers

• Avaya Equinox® and Web browser connectivity  
(Connect with Windows, macOS, iOS, and Android devices)

• SIP & H.323 room system interoperability

• Local phone dial-in numbers in over 40 countries

• Up to HD 1080p30 video, wideband audio

• View up to 28 participants in multiple layouts

• Screen and application sharing 

• Interactive whiteboard, annotation & highlighting,  
remote desktop control (PC)

• Public & private chat

• Meeting moderation & lecture mode

• Recording (30-day storage), MP4 format

• Microsoft Outlook calendar integration

• AES-128/256, H.235, SRTP, SIPS security & encryption

About Avaya

Businesses are built on the experiences they provide and every day 

millions of those experiences are built by Avaya (NYSE:AVYA). For over 

one hundred years, we’ve enabled organizations around the globe to 

win—by creating intelligent communications experiences for customers 

and employees. Avaya builds open, converged and innovative solutions 

to enhance and simplify communications and collaboration—in the cloud, 

on premise, or a hybrid of both. To grow your business, we’re committed 

to innovation, partnership, and a relentless focus on what’s next. We’re the 

technology company you trust to help you deliver Experiences that Matter. 

Visit us at www.avaya.com. 

For the price that 
some charge for just 
connecting a meeting 
room, Avaya now offers 
a complete huddle  
room setup.
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